A powerful way to manage funding for Apple technology.

Schools and universities around the globe have demonstrated that Mac and iPad are helping to reinvent how students learn and instructors teach. The Invest for Learning program is a flexible and affordable way to bring these tools to every student and teacher in your institution. When Mac and iPad empower learning—with a diverse range of apps, courses, ebooks, and iBooks Textbooks—students and teachers can push creative thinking to new heights.

Invest for Learning is made for institutions that want to create an engaging learning environment for students while managing IT budgets through cost-sharing with local communities. With Invest for Learning, institutions can acquire the Apple devices they need now to shape the 21st-century classroom, and allow parents to subsidize those technology costs in the process.

Bridge the funding gap

Institutions want to provide their students with the best tools for learning, but often they need innovative ideas for funding them. Invest for Learning helps make the right tools affordable for every district and campus. Administrators can customize contribution levels for their institutions, while parents and community members participate through a range of flexible payments options.

Relieve the administrative burden

From a simple-to-use and secure web-based portal, Invest for Learning helps institutions take control of their technology initiatives. By providing administrators the tools they need to track device inventory, manage payments, and automate communications to contributors, Invest for Learning eliminates hours of administrative time.

For more information on the Invest for Learning program, including services and fees, contact your Apple Education Account Executive.